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Everyone glared angrily at Master Xiahou. How Shameless! 

 

Why should their primordial chaos sect give half of their things to the killing origin sect? Dream On! 

 

Master Xiahou saw that no one was paying attention to him, so he wasn’t angry either, he said with a 

fake smile, “I advise you to agree. Otherwise, wouldn’t it be bad if you end up with nothing? All 

treasures have their own characteristics. Who knows, they might grow legs and run away after a long 

time! When that time comes, none of you will have anywhere to Cry!” 

 

Master Baili said snappily, “What can you do? I don’t know what material this stone slab is made of. It’s 

perfectly sewn and extremely hard. Even if you use a talisman, it’s useless.” 

 

“There’s only one way to open this stone slab, and that’s for you and me to join hands!”! “Your 

Primordial Chaos sect has the sun shooting bow, while our killing primordial sect has the sun shooting 

bow. It seems that this stone slab can only be opened by combining the bow and arrow.”Master 

Xiahou’s tone became serious, he was obviously not joking. 

 

Everyone’s eyes widened in surprise. They did not expect Master Xiahou to come up with such a 

suggestion. 

 

Back then, Master Huntian was worried that the sun shooting bow would be too powerful, so he 

specially passed the bow and arrows to the two disciples of Master Hongyuan and Master Yuantian to 

avoid bringing harm to the people. 

 

Ever since Master Hongyuan betrayed the Hunyuan sect, the sun shooting bow and the sun shooting 

arrow had never appeared together again. They did not expect Master Xiahou to come up with such a 

suggestion today. 

 



The reason why Master Xiahou would do this was, of course, because he had his own motives. He felt 

that there must be something good under this stone slab. Even if there was no way to split the treasure, 

it would still be good enough to extort a sum of money! 

 

Most importantly, Master Xiahou felt that it was not a waste of his life to be able to witness the power 

of the sun shooting arrow in this lifetime. 

 

Master Baili was a little tempted. Although Xiahou Lin had ulterior motives, this suggestion was still 

feasible. Otherwise, once the stone chamber disappeared again, they would really end up with nothing! 

 

Master Baili and the four supreme elders discussed and agreed to master Xiahou’s proposal. 

 

Thus, Master Baili took out the sun shooting bow and Master Xiahou took out the sun shooting arrow. 

Both of their hands slightly trembled. This sun shooting arrow was different from ordinary bows and 

arrows. Its bow and arrow were independent divine weapons, however, they were not as powerful as 

when they were combined together. 

 

Master Baili and Master Xiahou did not trust each other. They could only swear in their hearts that they 

would not be greedy for each other’s things. 

 

Only then did master Xiahou hand the sun shooting arrow to Master Baili. Everyone was afraid that the 

power of the sun shooting arrow would be too great to be affected, so they all jumped to the top of the 

deep pit. 

 

Only then did master baili pull the bowstring, and the sun shooting arrow in his hand went straight for 

the stone slab! 

 

Boom! 

 



With a loud, earth-shattering sound, the huge stone slab instantly shattered into pieces, stirring up a 

cloud of dust. 

 

After the dust had dispersed, everyone looked down with eager eyes, especially Master Xiahou, whose 

old heart was thumping violently. There must be a great treasure hidden down there. What exactly was 

it? 

 

More than ten pairs of eyes were focused on the gap in the stone chamber. Just as they were about to 

jump down, they heard a cough coming from inside. “Cough cough, cough cough! Emma, I’m finally out! 

which great benefactor saved me?” 

 

Everyone was stunned to see a little girl sitting on a large chopping board flying up. Oh God, isn’t That 

Yun Chujiu? 

 

Could it be that this stone room was actually the No. 14 Reflection Cave? 

 

The others were better off, but Master Xiahou’s heart was cold. Where was the treasure? Where was 

the treasure? Why was it this little girl? 

 

 


